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Mounting an IonCCD to the confocal plane of the double-focusing mass spectrometer creates a new type of mass

spectrograph, the IonCam. Ion beams shaped and focused by the ion optical elements of the double-focusing MS are

detected by means of an ion imager in the confocal plane of the instrument. This allows the observation of many chemical

processes in real time. Sequences of mass spectrometric frames or a “movie” will help greatly to understand the dynamics of

various processes.

Mixtures of analytes are separated by Gas Chromatography (GC). In typical applications, semi-continuous analyses with

hundred or more GC/MS runs per day are required. The chromatographic module, incorporated in the instrument, consists

of a heated injector, an analytical capillary column, and supporting periphery including carrier gas regulation and a printed

circuit board for communication and control. The micro GC module is optimized for rapid analyses of volatile organic

compounds and gases with typical separation times below 3 minutes. Mass spectra can automatically be compared to

common database spectra (e.g. NIST). The GC/MS data are stored in the “NetCDF” format, allowing access from most

commercially available software packages.

Monitoring of fast processes and reactions. Here Ion

chromatogram showing speech modulated CO2

concentration in breath. Displayed ion traces (O2, CO2,

Ar) are the result of repeating the term “IonCam 2020”

4 times. Right graph provides a visualization of m/z

14 to m/z 46 with a temporal resolution of 5 ms.

Most popular ion detectors in the field of physical chemistry, atomic and molecular physics

that are also used in contemporary mass analyzers are of single or multi-channel electron

multiplier types (channeltrons and MCPs). These detectors rely mostly on the deposition

of kinetic energy of the detected particles. The final result is a cloud of electrons inducing

a detectable charge pulse directly linked to the detected ion put will usually not provide

spatial information. A detector family that is purely based on charge detection and offers

the detection spatially resolved ion beams are commonly based on pixilated array

detectors (EOID, CMOS, CCD). The IonCCD operates as any CCD employing the fill-and-

spill method with the difference that the photo-sensitive material is replaced by a

conductive material.

IonCCD - Ion Detector Array
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For hydrogen detection, the standard magnetic sector made from NdFeB (~ 1T) is

replaced by a magnet which poles had been magnetized to only 0.38 T allowing mass

window detection between 1 and 16 u (1000 V acceleration) or 4 to 64 u at 250 V

acceleration.

Non-Scanning Mass Spectrometer

Spatially dispersive, non-scanning mass spectrometers (MS) continuously provide full mass spectra, thus enabling rapid

analytical techniques. Miniaturizing a sector-field MS and joining it with a detector array that combines high spatial resolution

and linear and fast response results in a transportable instrument offering speed and precision. To further enhance the sample

density, the separation of mixtures and the detection of individual chemical components should be as fast as possible.

Double focusing mass spectrometers offer the advantage of exceptional mass resolution, mass stability, and high abundance

sensitivity. The double-focusing characteristic is the result of the combination of electrical and magnetic fields that spatially

separate ion beams, while focusing those beams in direction and velocity. When the correct geometry

is selected, all ions are focused in a plane, allowing simultaneous detection. A miniaturized MS

of Mattauch-Herzog geometry is used as an ion lens system. An electron impact ionizer

with dual filaments delivers ions with relatively low energy distribution to the

object slit of the MS. The primary ion beam reaches the focal plane

separated into a series of ion beams characteristic for specific

mass to charge ratios. Positioning an array detector

in the focal plane allows the simultaneous

detection of all ions as an ad-hoc

mass spectrum.

Hydrogen Detection – Direct Inlet

Gas Chromatograph/ Mass Spectrometer
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250 consecutive GC/MS 

runs (12.5 h); 5-50 Vol-

ppm; acetone, chloroform, 

cyclohexane, toluene , 

and tri-chloroethylene in 

air; 

GC: 8 m, ID 180 um, 1 um 

DB1, 100 C isotherm. 

He 1.5 bar

Charge-coupled devices (CCD) offer a fine detector pitch and contain all the electronic

elements necessary to transfer charge with high efficiency and very little noise. Replacing

the photosensitive area of a standard CCD with a MOS capacitor results in an ion

sensitive detector array (IonCCD). The current IonCCD allows data rates of up to 350

complete mass spectra per second. IonCCD contains 2126 discrete detector elements

spread over 5.1 cm with a pixel pitch of 24 μm. Each pixel has a height of 1.5 mm and a

width of 21 μm.

The IonCCD is a very robust device operating in different environments, from high

vacuum to atmospheric pressure. Use of the IonCCD under continuous bombardment

with argon or any hard particle at energies at around 1000 eV will discolor the pixel but

not deteriorate the signal. Low energy impact particles can usually be wiped off. No

chemical interferences have been found.

The IonCCD operation at atmospheric pressure makes it ideal for ion beam

diagnostics providing insights into beam shape and current through the instrument’s

multiple pressure stages. The latter sections range from the atmospheric soft-

ionization source (ESI, DESI, DART, LIAD), the electro-dynamic funnel or skimmers,

Collisional Quadrupole to resolving Quadrupole which usually operate at < 10-5 Torr.

This application is nicely demonstrated in the experimental beam profile acquired

after the Collisional Quadrupole. In comparison to the ion beam FWHM of 1.1 mm, a

spike-like signal of < 21 mm FWHM (sub-pixel width) appeared between two frames

20 ms apart. The signal burst is the first phenomenon observed in real time which is

due to residual highly charged droplet. This IonCCD’s unique capability is critical for

such instrumentation, providing insights on the desolvation which in turn would allow

for instrument signal throughput improvement

1000 V acceleration,

logarithmic signal display. Two

overlaid mass spectra. Orange:

Helium plus residual hydrogen.

Black: residual gas. The H+ ion

is visible on both spectra (pixel

21). The base line separated

double peaks at m/z 2 (around

pixel 323) can easily be

attributed to He2+ and H2
+

m(H2
+)  = 2,015.1 u 

m(He2+) = 2,000.5 u 

Although the resolution is sufficient, the mass range proves unsatisfactory for many

applications. To increase the mass range the “blind plane” length was reduced changing

the shape but not the size of the magnet. SimionTM simulations predicted that the mass

range could be increased from a mmax / mmin ratio of currently 16 (see above) to a mass

ratio of 70. The shortened “blind plane” creates a slightly reduced magnetic field at the ion

entrance.

The new HDMR magnet allows the detection from mass 1-74

Mass resolution using the a High Density Mass Range

(HDMR) \magnet is not compromised and all ion peaks

are well focused and base line separated
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IonCCD – Advanced Applications

A multitude of applications were tested and will be investigated for

commercialization.

The IonCCD can be coupled to a micro-channel plate (MCP). This will not only

enhance the sensitivity of the detector but becomes a pixilated anode for the

MCP.

Using the MH-MS and the capability of floating the IonCCD at high voltage,

experiments were conducted to reflect the incoming ions off the IonCCD. The ions

were forced on glancing trajectories at sub-mm distance to the IonCCD. In this case

the positive signal induced by positive ion impact on the IonCCD is suppressed with

the appearance of a negative signal. This observation shows the IonCCD’s

sensitivity to image charge by experiencing on-chip electron migration induced by

the glancing positive ions..

Example for the use of an IonCCD for ion beam profiling in an ESI source.

The sensitivity and spatial resolution of the IonCCD makes it a great tool for

charged particle beam optimization. Locating charged particle beams, describing

their shape and quantifying the beam strength in a multitude of locations inside an

experimental set-up is very time consuming and often next to impossible using

detection systems that require view ports and/or high voltage.

Example for the use of an IonCCD in vacuum for the description of an ion beam. The

ion beam in this case had a width of about 15 pixels (360 um). Emphasis is on

linearity of results as function of gain settings and integration time.

Mounted 2” IonCCD Atomic Force Microscopy Range of charge detection
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